
 
 

Bramshott Common-  

 
 
 
 The Common has played a central part in the history of the area. For centuries it       

provided local people with a livelihood and source of income. The heath yielded     
small wood and heather turves for their fuel and grazing for their animals. 

 
 People value the Common as a place to visit to walk their dog, ride their horse or to   

enjoy the views and wildlife. 
 

 In recent decades it has been used for military accommodation and training, reflected 
in its well-known war memorial and commemorative tree plantings. 

 
 Together with other heath fragments in the area, Bramshott forms part of a network of 

heathlands – wild open spaces across the western Weald. 
 
 Over  the last 250 years, nearly 90% of UK heathland has been lost, so areas like     

Bramshott Common are  especially precious today as unique cultural landscapes 
formed and maintained by generations of local people.  

 
 People no longer use the Common for their daily needs so scrub, trees, bracken and 

coarse grasses are now encroaching on the heath, swamping out heathland habitats, 
their heathers and fine grasses and the special wildlife they support. The open heaths 
are also threatened by airborne pollution from transport, industry and agriculture,     
encouraging coarse grasses and bracken to replace typical plants of heathland and acid 
grassland.  

 
 

We want your views on its management 

Hampshire and Isle of Wight Wildlife Trust has formed a partnership with Defence 
Estates to manage Bramshott Common. We are holding a public consultation to find 
out your views on long-term management to ensure both people and wildlife  
benefit. 



 
 
Bramshott Common includes an internationally important wildlife site and is much valued as a local amenity.     
However a rich, diverse tapestry of habitats, including varied heather swards, bare ground, acidic grassland, trees 
and scrub is best for wildlife.  We need to manage all these habitats for the benefit of both people and wildlife in 
practical, sustainable ways to keep the open heath and grassland. This could be through a combination of  
management techniques which include: 
 
Controlled winter burning - removes more nutrients than mowing and can encourage heather regeneration. If    
carried out at 20-25 years for wildlife management, burning can maintain heather. Frequent burning encourages 
grasses and can damage wildlife.  
 
Mowing - regularly can encourage grass dominance over heather on heathland areas; but on acid grassland it can 
maintain open areas and prevent the colonisation of bramble, trees and scrub, and reduce the dominance of 
bracken. Mowing is less sustainable than burning or grazing as it uses machinery and fossil fuels and is impractical 
on wet or uneven ground. For the best results the cut material should be removed from the site 
 
Turf-stripping - takes off the surface vegetation down to the mineral soil and removes most nutrients. Heather    
regenerates from the seed bank but turf-cutting can cause erosion, can often damage archaeological and historical 
features and can be extremely expensive. 
 
Tree removal - can restore heath and grassland, but must retain key veteran trees that reflect the ‘wood pasture’ 
use of the Common or tell of its military history. 
  
Grazing - can suppress grasses and encourage heathers. Light grazing and trampling creates a varied vegetation 
structure that benefits wildlife. Grazing helps reduce further nutrient build up and can maintain heathland following 
burning and mowing. However, visitors can be wary of stock, a careful choice of the right breed is necessary and 
grazing requires shepherding or containment by fencing. 

 
The Common needs to be managed for military training, for the majority of users and for    
wildlife, landscape, health and safety and amenity. There are decisions to be made and we 
need to know the views of users and local communities before coming to any conclusions, so 
would like to discuss the options with you. 
 

The Wildlife Trust and Footprint Ecology have produced a short background paper 
that explains the different management techniques in more detail. This can be    
obtained on line from www.hwt.org.uk or as a paper or emailed version from    
Footprint Ecology at Forest Office, Coldharbour, Wareham BH20 7PA.  For further                
information and to send your comments email:                       
neil.gartshore@footprint-ecology.co.uk.    
 
There will also be a drop-in day at the Bohunt Centre in 
Longmoor Road, Liphook between 10am -4pm on      
Saturday 13th November 2010, and an open day in the 
main car park on the northern part of the Common, at 
SU855337, between 10am and 4pm on Saturday 20th 
November, both of which will be attended by Trust and 
Footprint Ecology staff. 
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